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Abstract: This paper addresses a two-dimensional multizone sound
field reproduction approach using a wave-domain method. The desired
sound fields in the bright and dark zones are described as orthogonal
expansions of basis functions over the regions. The loudspeaker weights
are obtained by maximizing the contrast among multiple zones in the
wave domain. Simulation results demonstrate that compared with the
conventional acoustic contrast control approach, the proposed method
improves the level of acoustic contrast and array gain over the entire
control region and is less sensitive to the selection of the regularization
parameter.
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1. Introduction

Multizone sound field reproduction aims to generate the desired sound field in a spe-
cific area without disturbing people in other areas. A common method for generating
multizone sound field is the acoustic contrast control (ACC)1 approach, which maxi-
mizes the acoustic potential energy density ratio between control points in the bright
zone(s) and control points in the dark zone(s). To reduce performance degradation
when system errors occur, researchers have studied the robustness of ACC techni-
ques2–4 and applied array gain (AG) constraint or coarse acoustic modeling to increase
system robustness.

The performance of the ACC method has been investigated in various applica-
tions.5,6 However, a practical drawback of the conventional multiple points-based
ACC method is that additional control microphones are required inside the regions to
ensure the sound control throughout large spatial regions. Recently, the wave-domain
method has been proposed in sound field control, such as active noise control,7 echo
cancellation,8 room compensation,9 and multizone sound field reproduction.10,11 One
advantage of the wave-domain method is that it optimizes the performance not only at
the control points but also over the region(s).

In this paper, we propose a wave-domain acoustic contrast control (WDACC)
method using two circular microphone arrays placed in the desired bright and dark
zones to measure the acoustic transfer functions (ATFs) and a loudspeaker array to
produce a two-dimensional (2D) multizone sound field. The proposed method demon-
strates improved performance in terms of acoustic contrast and AG effort over the
regions. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
mathematical formulation of ACC and WDACC. In Sec. 3, simulations are conducted
to evaluate the proposed WDACC in comparison with the conventional multiple
points-based ACC. Conclusions are provided in Sec. 4.

2. Multizone sound field reproduction

The reproduction of a multizone sound field in the 2D horizontal plane under free field
condition is considered for simplicity and clarity. Assume that the desired bright zone
is a circular area with radius rb sampled by Mb discrete control points and that the
dark zone is another circular area with radius rd sampled by Md control points. A cir-
cular array of L loudspeakers with a radius RL and regular spacing D¼ 2p/L is
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employed. All desired regions are assumed to be inside the geometry of the loud-
speaker array distribution.

2.1 ACC

Assume that each sound source has a volume velocity ql(x). The sound pressure at the
control points in the bright zone can be written in terms of the ATF,

pbðxÞ ¼ GbðxÞqðxÞ; (1)

where pbðxÞ ¼ ½pðrb1;xÞ; pðrb2;xÞ;…; pðrbMb ;xÞ�
T is the sound pressure vector at Mb

control points, Gb(x) is the ATF matrix between the loudspeakers and the control
points in the bright zone, qðxÞ ¼ ½q1ðxÞ; q2ðxÞ;…; qLðxÞ�T is the weight vector of the
loudspeaker array, and x¼ 2pf is the angular frequency.

The acoustic potential energy density in the bright zone is defined as1

Eb ¼
1

Mb

XMb

i¼1

p� rbið Þp rbið Þ ¼
1

Mb
qHGH

b Gbq ¼ qHRbq; (2)

where (�)* and (�)H represent the complex conjugate and the Hermitian transpose,
respectively, Rb ¼ GH

b Gb=Mb is the correlation matrix corresponding to the bright
zone, and x is not marked for convenience in the following text. Similarly, the acoustic
potential energy density in the dark zone is

Ed ¼
1

Md

XMd

i¼1

p� rdið Þp rdið Þ ¼
1

Md
qHGH

d Gdq ¼ qHRdq; (3)

where Gd is defined as the ATF matrix between the loudspeaker array and the control
points in the dark zone; and Rd ¼ GH

d Gd=Md is the correlation matrix corresponding
to the dark zone.

The principle of the ACC method is to maximize the ratio of the acoustic
potential energy density between the bright and dark zones,1 which yields

max
q

C ¼ Eb

Ed
¼Md

Mb

qHGH
b Gbq

qHGH
d Gdq

¼Md

Mb

qHRbq
qHRdq

; (4)

where C denotes the contrast between the bright and dark zones; its level is defined as
10 log10C. The optimal weight vector that maximizes C is given by the following form:

qACC ¼ UfðRd þ dIÞ�1Rbg; (5)

where U{�} denotes the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue and the
diagonal loading d> 0 is a preselected regularization parameter to improve robustness,
which is usually a frequency-dependent parameter.

The AG level is defined as2

AG ¼ 10 log10
pH

b pb

qHq
¼ 10 log10

qHRbq
qHq

: (6)

The AG is the ratio of the energy between the radiated sound field in the bright zone
and the array input, which provides a measurement for the solution robustness. The
AG also characterizes the radiation efficiency under a given input power condition.

2.2 WDACC

The solution of the wave equation can be written in terms of the Bessel function for
cylindrical coordinates rbi¼ (rbi, hbi) with respect to an origin located within a source-
free region. The sound pressure for regions inside the source distribution can be
expressed as12

pðrbiÞ ¼
X1

n¼�1
an;bJnðkrbiÞejnhbi ; (7)

where an,b is the nth order sound field coefficient of the bright zone, Jn(�) is the Bessel
function of order n, k¼x/c is the wavenumber, and c is the speed of sound in air. The
decomposition coefficients an,b represent the spatial sound field of the bright zone in
the wave domain.

Since the ATF is equal to the sound field generated by a unit input, we can
write it as
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glðrbiÞ ¼
X1

n¼�1
bn;bðlÞJnðkrbiÞejnhbi ; (8)

where gl(rbi) is the element of the ATF matrix Gb, and bn,b(l) denotes the nth order
sound field coefficient of the ATF between the lth loudspeaker and the bright zone.

By substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (1), the coefficients of the reproduced
sound field in the bright zone and the transfer functions are related to the loudspeaker
weights by

an;b ¼
XL

l¼1

bn;bðlÞql: (9)

The series in Eqs. (7) and (8) have an infinite number of terms, which can be truncated
to a finite order within a given region of interest. The sound field inside the circular
region r6 rb can be represented by a summation over n truncated to

Nb ¼ dekr=2e � dkrbe; (10)

for a truncation error of less than approximately 10%,13 where d�e denotes the ceiling
function, and e is Euler’s number. We can rewrite Eq. (9) in matrix form,

ab ¼ Bbq; (11)

where ab ¼ ½a�N;b; a�Nþ1;b;…; aN;b�T is the expansion coefficient vector of the sound
field in the bright zone and Bb is the matrix of the sound field coefficient of the ATFs
between the loudspeaker array and the bright zone,

Bb ¼
b�N;bð1Þ b�N;bð2Þ � � � b�N;bðLÞ

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

bN;bð1Þ bN;bð2Þ � � � bN;bðLÞ

2
64

3
75;

whose elements can be calculated by theoretical solutions or precalibration, such as the
spatial Fourier transform12 and matrix inversion method.14

The acoustic potential energy density in the wave domain over the bright zone
is defined as

~Eb ¼
1
S

ð ð
S
jp rbð Þj2rdrdh ¼ 2

krbð Þ2
X1

n¼�1
jan;bj2

ðkrb

0
jJn rð Þj2rdr ¼

X1
n¼�1

wn krbð Þjan;bj2; (12)

which is derived using the orthogonality property of exponential functions, where
wnðkrbÞ ¼ 2=ðkrbÞ2

Ð krb

0 jJnðrÞj2rdr is the coefficient weighting function. Different from
Eq. (2) in the multiple points-based method, the acoustic potential energy density is
defined over the controlled region by the integration in the wave domain. Figure 1
shows that the integrals in wn(kR) vary with k and jnj for R set to 0.5 m. We note
that the integrals rapidly decrease to zero once a threshold is reached, which indicates
that only some of the basis functions contribute primary energy to the sound field.
Thus Eq. (12) can be written in matrix form by truncating the order of the basis
functions,

~Eb ¼ aH
b Wbab ¼ qHBH

b WbBbq ¼ qH ~Rbq; (13)

where Wb ¼ diagfw�NðkrbÞ;w�Nþ1ðkrbÞ;…;wNðkrbÞg is a coefficient weighting matrix
corresponding to the bright zone and ~Rb ¼ BH

b WbBb is the wave-domain correlation
matrix corresponding to the bright zone. Similarly, we can obtain the acoustic poten-
tial energy density of the wave domain over the dark zone. Therefore, the reproduced
sound field over the entire region can be optimized by maximizing the ratio of the con-
trast among multiple zones in the wave domain as

max
q

~C ¼
~Eb

~Ed
¼ qHBH

b WbBbq
qHBH

d WdBdq
¼ qH ~Rbq

qH ~Rdq
; (14)

where Wd is the diagonal weighting matrix corresponding to the dark zone. The
wave-domain correlation matrix corresponding to the dark zone is defined as
~Rd ¼ BH

d WdBd , where Bd is the matrix of the decomposition coefficient of the ATFs
between the loudspeaker array and the dark zone. The problem has the same form of
the solution as the conventional ACC approach,

qWDACC ¼ Ufð~Rd þ dIÞ�1 ~Rbg: (15)
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For a given circular array of L loudspeakers and a circular desired control
region of radius R, the spatial Nyquist frequency of the array is15

fNyq ¼
c L� 1ð Þ

4pR
: (16)

This array is capable of reproducing a desired sound field up to fNyq for all radii r6R.

3. Simulation results

In the following examples, we placed 30 loudspeakers in a circle with radius RL¼ 2 m
in a free field. The radii of a circular bright zone and a dark zone were rb¼ rd¼ 0.5 m.
Sixteen omni-directional microphones were used for each zone to measure the ATFs
between the loudspeaker array and the desired regions. The loudspeakers were
assumed to be simple point sources; thus, the ATF between the lth loudspeaker located
at rl and the control microphone located at rm is equivalent to the steady-state Green’s
function in the free space: glðrmÞ ¼ ð1=4pjrm � rljÞe�jkjrm�rl j. The distributions of the
loudspeaker array and the microphone array were equiangular for simplicity. The cen-
ter of the loudspeaker array was defined as the coordinate origin, and the centers of
the microphone arrays in the bright and dark zones were located at (0.6, 0.5) m and
(�0.5, �0.7) m, respectively. The observation region was a square area with a side
length of 4 m. The system setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. To evaluate the performance
over a spatial region, we considered the acoustic contrast and AG levels at all observa-
tion points inside the control region rather than at only 16 sampling points. To investi-
gate the robustness of the system, additive random noise with a signal-to-noise ratio of
20 dB was considered when measuring the ATFs. For the sound reproduction, the
amplitude and phase of multiplicative ATF errors that follow a Gaussian distribution
with a standard deviation of 3 dB were also introduced.

The multizone reproduction was illustrated at single frequencies and over a
range of frequencies up to the Nyquist frequency, which is approximately 1 kHz for
the specific sound field reproduction system.

Fig. 1. Integrals
Ð kR

0 jJnðrÞj2rdr versus jnj at different frequencies for a specific control region with radius
R¼ 0.5 m. The black dots denote the truncated order jnj ¼ dkRe.

Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) and (b) present WDACC and ACC results for 100 Hz; the acoustic contrasts over the
regions are 29.3 and 29.8 dB, respectively. (c) and (d) present WDACC and ACC results for 800 Hz; the acoustic
contrasts are 25.9 and 20.9 dB, respectively. The open dots denote loudspeakers. The black dots and white dots
denote control points in the bright and dark zones, respectively.
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In the single-frequency case, 100- and 800-Hz multizone sound field reproduc-
tions were conducted. We chose the regularization parameters maximizing the average
contrast performances by adopting Monte Carlo simulations which will be mentioned
in the following broadband case. At 100 Hz, we chose d¼ 3.981� 10�5 and 7.9433
� 10�4 for WDACC and ACC, respectively. At 800 Hz, d¼ 1.2589� 10�4 and 2.5119
� 10�4 were used for the respective parameters of WDACC and ACC. The simulation
results of one randomized trial are shown in Fig. 2. As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
at 100 Hz, both methods provide excellent multizone sound field separation perfor-
mance for a specific regularization parameter. WDACC is more capable of maintain-
ing an expected size dark zone than ACC, while the control goal is to maximize the
contrast between the areas inside the two circular microphone arrays. According to
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), WDACC provides better results of bright and dark zone genera-
tion at 800 Hz. The acoustic contrasts of WDACC and ACC over the controlled
regions are 25.9 and 20.9 dB, respectively. To achieve the same average pressure level
in the bright zone, the dark zone of WDACC is 5 dB quieter than that of ACC.
Furthermore, ACC fails to generate a uniform sound field in the bright zone, indicat-
ing that ACC controls multiple points instead of spatial regions.

Next, we considered a broadband robust performance evaluation with varying
regularization parameters, using Monte Carlo simulations for assessment. The regulari-
zation parameter was varied from 10�9 to 10�2 at 71 logarithmically spaced values for
each sampled frequency over the range of 50 Hz to 1 kHz. Since the additive noise
from the microphones and the multiplicative error from the loudspeakers occur, one
thousand Monte Carlo simulations were performed for each frequency and regulariza-
tion parameter, and we then selected the best average contrast performance results at
each frequency and the average AG levels with the same diagonal loading parameters.
The resulting performances are demonstrated in Fig. 3. According to Figs. 3(a) and
3(b), the WDACC method outperforms the ACC method in terms of both acoustic
contrast and AG effort with a well-chosen d. As shown in Fig. 3, a notable feature of
WDACC is that the best performing regularization parameters are numerically close in
logarithm for a broadband frequency range. For two significantly different values of d,
WDACC yields a similar performance. This feature indicates the robustness of
WDACC for an extensive range of regularization parameters due to the coefficient
weighting functions that truncate higher-order basis functions.

4. Conclusion

A sound field control approach was proposed to reproduce local sound in the desired
bright zone while minimizing acoustic potential energy density in the dark zone; this
approach is based on orthogonal expansions of basis functions in the wave domain.
The proposed method was compared with a conventional multiple points-based ACC
approach. Simulations in a free field were implemented to evaluate these two methods
in terms of acoustic contrast and AG over the regions rather than at discrete control
points. The results demonstrate that the proposed WDACC produces better sound
zone separation with less control effort cost over a broadband frequency range with
well-chosen regularization parameters. This is because the wave-domain approach pro-
vides insight into the sound field reproduction problem. Since a finite number of
expansion coefficients can represent the sound field over a large spatial region, the mul-
tizone sound can be manipulated by controlling the coefficients obtained with a small

Fig. 3. (Color online) Best average performances from Monte Carlo simulations with 1000 trials and average
performances for two values of d that differ significantly in magnitude. (a) Acoustic contrast in decibels. (b) AG
effort in decibels. (c) Regularization parameters that maximize the acoustic contrast at each frequency. Solid
lines: WDACC, dashed lines: ACC.
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number of microphones. Whereas the ACC method only maximizes the contrast
between sound zones measured by multiple points, more microphones are necessary to
control sound over large regions. Furthermore, WDACC demonstrates a similar per-
formance over a range of diagonal loading parameters, indicating that the exact value
of the regularization parameter does not have to be carefully determined.
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